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SM327
Black Matte
Condiment station2 Levels, 6 Jars
Greetings!

Get instant inspiration with our guide to Rosseto's best buffet
stations. From rustic farm-to-table themes to cutting edge modern
displays.
The NEW Buffet Station Guide is the latest campaign that showcases
Rosseto's new economy product lines.
SM318
7" Multi-chef
Bronze Cooler with
ice tub

The NEW Mosaic and Bronze Collections, offers USA Steel, with an
economical price tag. New Nesting Risers are available in both
Mosaic and Iris patterns, with their space-saving designs and
economical pricing.

BRONZE

Capture the rustic industrial look with the new bronze
collection. USA steel with aesthetically clean bronze coating

that's finger print resistant. This economy line is practical for
your buffet .

LUCID

BK020
2 Tier Bakery Case
with Brass Metal
stand

The new Lucid collection by Rosseto provides full product
visibility with sharp clean lines and an equally clean aesthetic. Made
from high quality acrylic and built to last.

MOSAIC

SKO54
Mosaic Nesting
Square Black Matte
Risers

Enchant your guests with the elegant mystery of the Mosaic
collection by Rosseto.
USA powder coated black matte steel is stamped with a mosaic
pattern that lets just the right amount of light through. A nesting
riser system means you can save space when storing.
This Economy line comes in kits with 2 risers, just choose a surface.
The Mosaic range includes risers, bakery cases, chafing bases, and
beverage dispensers.
The Mosaic collection is Versatile, Practical and Visually pleasing.

IONIC

LD171
Ionic 2 Gal.
Beverage
dispenser

Classic Ionic architecture comes to life in a buffet setting.
Curved Volutes accent bases available in Black Matte.

DIAMOND CHAFERS

The Ergonomic design allows for more serving space and
easy replenishment. Get the functionality of a traditional
round chafer with a look that is anything but traditional.
We would be glad to assist if you have any queries.
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